>ID0< [allow 2][loc 0/1][inputloc 1/1][caseid]
>ID1< [allow 2][loc 1/1][store ID0 in ID1]
>random4< [allow 1][inputloc 1/8] 1-6
>random5< [allow 1][inputloc 1/9] 1-6
>random6< [allow 1][inputloc 1/10] 1-6
>random7< [allow 1][inputloc 1/11] 1-6
>random9< [allow 1][inputloc 1/13] 1-8
>TIME1< [allow 4]
>TIME2< [allow 4]
>TIM<  [allow 4]
>sectime1< [allow 4]
>sectime2< [allow 4]
>sectime<  [allow 4]
>cause1< [allow 4]
>cause2< [allow 4]
>causetime< [allow 4]
>dog1< [allow 4]
>dog2< [allow 4]
>dogtime< [allow 4]
>therm1< [allow 4]
>therm2< [allow 4]
>thermtime< [allow 4]
>amer1< [allow 4]
>amer2< [allow 4]
>amertime< [allow 4]
>civil1< [allow 4]
>civil2< [allow 4]
>civiltime< [allow 4]

>CONSENT< [settime TIME1] [#loc 0/500]
Before we begin let me tell you that this interview is completely voluntary. Let me also tell you that this interview is completely confidential. You privacy will be protected to the maximum extent allowable by law. Should we come to any question that makes you feel too uncomfortable or you don’t want to answer, just let me know and we can go on to the next question.

For quality control purposes, this interview may be monitored by my supervisor.

READ ONLY IF NECESSARY:
(If you have any questions about your rights or role as a subject of research, you may contact Dr. Ashir Kumar, Chair of the University Committee for Research Involving Human Subjects at 517.355.2180. Should you have any questions about this study or your participation in it, you are welcome to contact Karen Clark at 517.355.6672.)

>SEC4< [settime sectime1] I’d like to start by asking you some questions about your feelings since the terrorist attacks on September 11th. All in all, how concerned are you that the United States might suffer another terrorist attack in the next 3 months? Would you say you are very concerned, somewhat concerned, not very concerned, or not concerned at all?

    VERY CONCERNED..................1 @
    SOMewhat CONCERNED..............2
    NOT VERY CONCERNED.............3
    NOT CONCERNED AT ALL...........4
    DO NOT KNOW.....................8
    REFUSED/ NO ANSWER............9

>SEC5< How concerned are you that [green]the area[n] in which you live might suffer a terrorist attack in the next 3 months? (Would you say you are very concerned, somewhat concerned, not very concerned, or not concerned at all)?

    VERY CONCERNED..................1 @
SOMEWHA T CONCERNED ..........2
NOT VERY CONCERNED ..........3
NOT CONCERNED AT ALL .......4
DO NOT KNOW ..............8
REFUSED/NO ANSWER .......9

> f1< (How concerned are you about) flying on airplane? (Would you say you are very concerned, somewhat concerned, not very concerned, or not concerned at all)?

     VERY CONCERNED ..............1 @
     SOMEWHA T CONCERNED .........2
     NOT VERY CONCERNED ..........3
     NOT CONCERNED AT ALL .......4
     DO NOT KNOW ..............8
     REFUSED/NO ANSWER .......9

> f2< (How concerned are you about) opening your mail? (Would you say you are very concerned, somewhat concerned, not very concerned, or not concerned at all)?

     VERY CONCERNED ..............1 @
     SOMEWHA T CONCERNED .........2
     NOT VERY CONCERNED ..........3
     NOT CONCERNED AT ALL .......4
     DO NOT KNOW ..............8
     REFUSED/NO ANSWER .......9

> f3< How concerned are you about) the safety of food and drinking water? (Would you say you are very concerned, somewhat concerned, not very concerned, or not concerned at all)?

     VERY CONCERNED ..............1 @
     SOMEWHA T CONCERNED .........2
     NOT VERY CONCERNED ..........3
     NOT CONCERNED AT ALL .......4
     DO NOT KNOW ..............8
     REFUSED/NO ANSWER .......9

> f5< (How concerned are you about) going into tall buildings? (Would you say you are very concerned, somewhat concerned, not very concerned, or not concerned at all)?

     VERY CONCERNED ..............1 @
     SOMEWHA T CONCERNED .........2
     NOT VERY CONCERNED ..........3
     NOT CONCERNED AT ALL .......4
     DO NOT KNOW ..............8
     REFUSED/NO ANSWER .......9

> f6< (How concerned are you about) being in large crowds or stadiums? (Would you say you are very concerned, somewhat concerned, not very concerned, or not concerned at all)?

     VERY CONCERNED ..............1 @
     SOMEWHA T CONCERNED .........2
     NOT VERY CONCERNED ..........3
     NOT CONCERNED AT ALL .......4
     DO NOT KNOW ..............8
     REFUSED/NO ANSWER .......9

> CT2a<[settime sectime2][settime cause1] People have different opinions about the [green]root[n] causes of terrorism against the United States. As I list some possible causes, please tell me whether you think it is a very important cause, somewhat important cause, not very important cause, or not at all important cause.

The U.S. government's support of Israel. Is this a very important cause, somewhat important cause, not very important cause, or not at all important cause?

     VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE ..............1 @
SO IMPORTANT CAUSE...2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE...3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT CAUSE...4
DO NOT KNOW...............8
REFUSED...............9

>ct2c< The U.S. not providing enough economic aid to poor countries. (Is this a very important cause, somewhat important cause, not very important cause, or not at all important cause of terrorism).

VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE..........1 @
SO IMPORTANT CAUSE.........2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE.......3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT CAUSE.....4
DO NOT KNOW................8
REFUSED................9

>ct2d< The Islamic religion. (Is this a very important cause, somewhat important cause, not very important cause, or not at all important cause of terrorism).

VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE..........1 @
SO IMPORTANT CAUSE.........2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE.......3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT CAUSE.....4
DO NOT KNOW................8
REFUSED................9

>ct2e< The U.S. pursuing only its own economic interests in its dealings with other countries. (Is this a very important cause, somewhat important cause, not very important cause, or not at all important cause of terrorism).

VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE..........1 @
SO IMPORTANT CAUSE.........2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE.......3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT CAUSE.....4
DO NOT KNOW................8
REFUSED................9

>ct2f< Terrorists believing that it is the only way that their grievances will be heard. (Is this a very important cause, somewhat important cause, not very important cause, or not at all important cause of terrorism).

VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE..........1 @
SO IMPORTANT CAUSE.........2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE.......3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT CAUSE.....4
DO NOT KNOW................8
REFUSED................9

>ct2g< The U.S. meddling too much in the affairs of other countries. (Is this a very important cause, somewhat important cause, not very important cause, or not at all important cause of terrorism).

VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE..........1 @
SO IMPORTANT CAUSE.........2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE.......3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT CAUSE.....4
DO NOT KNOW................8
REFUSED................9

>ct2h< Feelings of revenge by terrorists for harms done to their people. (Is this a very important cause, somewhat important cause, not very important cause, or not at all important cause of terrorism).

VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE..........1 @
SOMEWHA T IMPORTANT CAUSE......2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT CAUSE......3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT CAUSE......4
DO NOT KNOW.................8
REFUSED.....................9

>CT1a< How much responsibility do you [green]personally[n] believe the U.S. bears for the hatred that lead to the terrorist attacks? Would you say a lot of responsibility, some, a little, or none at all?

A LOT....................1 @
SOME....................2
A LITTLE.................3
NONE AT ALL.............4
DO NOT KNOW...........8
REFUSED/ NO ANSWER.....9

>dg1< [settime cause2][settime dog1] Next, I would like to read you a series of statements and have you tell me to what extent you agree or disagree with each. The first is, there are two kinds of people in this world: those who are for the truth and those who are against it. Would you say you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement?

STRONGLY AGREE..........1 @
SOMETHAT AGREE..........2
SOMETHAT DISAGREE........3
STRONGLY DISAGREE........4
DO NOT KNOW..............8
REFUSED....................9

>dg2< A group which tolerates too many difference of opinions among its members cannot exist for long. (Would you say you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement?)

STRONGLY AGREE..........1 @
SOMETHAT AGREE..........2
SOMETHAT DISAGREE........3
STRONGLY DISAGREE........4
DO NOT KNOW..............8
REFUSED....................9

>dg3< To compromise with our political opponents is dangerous because it usually leads to the betrayal of our own side. (Would you say you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement?)

STRONGLY AGREE..........1 @
SOMETHAT AGREE..........2
SOMETHAT DISAGREE........3
STRONGLY DISAGREE........4
DO NOT KNOW..............8
REFUSED....................9

>dg4< Of all the different philosophies that exist in the world there is probably only one that is correct. (Would you say you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement?)

STRONGLY AGREE..........1 @
SOMETHAT AGREE..........2
SOMETHAT DISAGREE........3
STRONGLY DISAGREE........4
DO NOT KNOW..............8
REFUSED....................9

>dg5< In the long run the best way to live is to pick friends and associates whose tastes and beliefs are the same as one's own. (Would you say you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement?)

STRONGLY AGREE..........1 @
SOMETHAT AGREE..........2
SOMETHAT DISAGREE........3
STRONGLY DISAGREE........4
DO NOT KNOW..............8
Most of the ideas that get printed nowadays aren't worth the paper they are printed on. (Would you say you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement?)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY AGREE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT AGREE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT DISAGREE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY DISAGREE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO NOT KNOW</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If someone is suspected of treason or other serious crimes, he should be entitled to be released on bail. Would you say you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement?)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY AGREE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT AGREE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT DISAGREE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY DISAGREE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO NOT KNOW</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the country is in great danger we may have to force people to testify against themselves in court even if it violates their rights. (Would you say you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement?)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY AGREE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT AGREE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT DISAGREE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY DISAGREE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO NOT KNOW</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No matter what a person's political beliefs are, he is entitled to the same legal rights and protections as anyone else. (Would you say you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement?)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY AGREE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT AGREE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT DISAGREE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY DISAGREE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO NOT KNOW</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Free speech ought to be allowed for all political groups even if some of the things they say are highly insulting and threatening to some segments of society. (Would you say you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement?)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY AGREE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT AGREE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT DISAGREE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY DISAGREE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO NOT KNOW</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any person who hides behind the laws when he is questioned about his activities doesn't deserve much consideration. (Would you say you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement?)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY AGREE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT AGREE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMEWHAT DISAGREE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY DISAGREE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO NOT KNOW</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The next set of questions are about trust. How much of the time do you think you can trust the government in Washington to do what is right? Would you say just about always, most of the time, only some of the time, or none of the time?

JUST ABOUT ALWAYS...........1 @
MOST OF THE TIME.............2
SOME OF THE TIME...........3
NONE OF THE TIME...........4
DO NOT KNOW.................8
REFUSED......................9

Would you say the government is pretty much run by a few big interests looking out for themselves, or that it is run for the benefit of all people.

RUN BY A FEW BIG INTERESTS........1 @
RUN FOR BENEFIT OF ALL PEOPLE.....5
DO NOT KNOW...............8
REFUSED......................9

Some people say that most people can be trusted. Others say you can’t be too careful in your dealings with people. Which of these opinions comes closest to your own?

MOST PEOPLE CAN BE TRUSTED...........1 @
YOU CAN'T BE TOO CAREFUL..........5
DEPENDS/(R VOLUNTEERS).........7
DO NOT KNOW...............8
REFUSED......................9

Would you say that most of the time people try to be helpful, or that they are mostly just looking out for themselves?

PEOPLE TRY TO BE HELPFUL...........1 @
LOOKING OUT FOR THEMSELVES......5
DEPENDS/(R VOLUNTEERS).........7
DO NOT KNOW...............8
REFUSED......................9

How much of the time do you think you can trust law enforcement to do what is right? (Would you say just about always, most of the time, only some of the time, or none of the time)?

JUST ABOUT ALWAYS...........1 @
MOST OF THE TIME.............2
SOME OF THE TIME...........3
NONE OF THE TIME...........4
DO NOT KNOW...............8
REFUSED......................9

Since the terrorist attacks, has your confidence in law enforcement increased, decreased, or has stayed about the same?

INCREASED........................1 @
DECREASED........................2
STAYED ABOUT THE SAME...........3
DO NOT KNOW...............8
REFUSED......................9

How much safer have the actions of the U.S. government and law enforcement against terrorism made you feel? A lot safer, somewhat safer or not at all safer?

A LOT SAFER...............1 @
SOMewhat SAFER...............3
NOT AT ALL SAFER.........5
DO NOT KNOW...............8
REFUSED......................9
The next questions are about some groups of people. I’ll name some groups of people and ask you to rate how you feel toward that group on a thermometer that runs from zero (0) to ten (10). The higher the number, the warmer or more favorably you feel toward that group. The lower the number, the colder or less favorably you feel. If you feel neither warm nor cold toward them, rate them a five (5).

People of Middle Eastern or Arabic backgrounds? (How would you rate your feelings towards this group on a scale of 0-10, where zero is cold and 10 is warm)?

COLD ................. 0
                     2-9
WARM .................. 10 @
DO NOT KNOW ....... 98
REFUSED .............. 99

People who are white? (How would you rate your feelings towards this group on a scale of 0-10, where zero is cold and 10 is warm)?

COLD ................. 0
                     2-9
WARM .................. 10 @
DO NOT KNOW ....... 98
REFUSED .............. 99

People who are Islamic Fundamentalists? (How would you rate your feelings towards this group on a scale of 0-10, where zero is cold and 10 is warm)?

COLD ................. 0
                     2-9
WARM .................. 10 @
DO NOT KNOW ....... 98
REFUSED .............. 99

People who are Hispanics or Latinos? (How would you rate your feelings towards this group on a scale of 0-10, where zero is cold and 10 is warm)?

COLD ................. 0
                     2-9
WARM .................. 10 @
DO NOT KNOW ....... 98
REFUSED .............. 99

People who are Jewish? (How would you rate your feelings towards this group on a scale of 0-10, where zero is cold and 10 is warm)?

COLD ................. 0
People who are Christian fundamentalists? (How would you rate your feelings towards this group on a scale of 0-10, where zero is cold and 10 is warm?)

COLD ..................... 0
2-9
WARM ..................... 10 @
DO NOT KNOW ........... 98
REFUSED .................. 99

People who are Black or African American? (How would you rate your feelings towards this group on a scale of 0-10, where zero is cold and 10 is warm?)

COLD ..................... 0
2-9
WARM ..................... 10 @
DO NOT KNOW ........... 98
REFUSED .................. 99

Next, I would like to read you some things that some people say are important to be considered a true American. I would like to know what you think.

To be a true American, how important is it to be born in America? Would you say very important, somewhat important, not very important, or not important at all?

VERY IMPORTANT ............. 1 @
SOMewhat IMPORTANT .......... 2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT .......... 3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT ........ 4
DO NOT KNOW ................ 8
REFUSED ..................... 9

To be a true American, how important is it to have American citizenship? (Would you say very important, somewhat important, not very important, or not important at all?)

VERY IMPORTANT ............. 1 @
SOMewhat IMPORTANT .......... 2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT .......... 3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT ........ 4
DO NOT KNOW ................ 8
REFUSED ..................... 9

To be a true American, how important is it to be able to speak English? (Would you say very important, somewhat important, not very important, or not important at all?)

VERY IMPORTANT ............. 1 @
SOMewhat IMPORTANT .......... 2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT .......... 3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT ........ 4
DO NOT KNOW ................ 8
REFUSED ...................... 9

>i4< (To be a true American, how important is it) to be a Christian? (Would you say very important, somewhat important, not very important, or not important at all?)

VERY IMPORTANT .............. 1 @
SOMewhat IMPORTANT ........... 2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT .......... 3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT ......... 4
DO NOT KNOW .................. 8
REFUSED ...................... 9

>i6< (To be a true American, how important is it) to be white or Caucasian? (Would you say very important, somewhat important, not very important, or not important at all?)

VERY IMPORTANT .............. 1 @
SOMewhat IMPORTANT ........... 2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT .......... 3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT ......... 4
DO NOT KNOW .................. 8
REFUSED ...................... 9

>i7< (To be a true American, how important is it) to be willing to serve the United States in times of war? (Would you say very important, somewhat important, not very important, or not important at all?)

VERY IMPORTANT .............. 1 @
SOMewhat IMPORTANT ........... 2
NOT VERY IMPORTANT .......... 3
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT ......... 4
DO NOT KNOW .................. 8
REFUSED ...................... 9

>ic1< [settime amer2] The next set of questions are about immigration policies in the U.S.

Generally speaking, do you feel there are too many, a lot but not too many, or not that many people of another nationality living in our country?

TOO MANY .................... 1 @
A LOT BUT NOT TOO MANY ...... 2
NOT MANY ..................... 3
DO NOT KNOW .................. 8
REFUSED ...................... 9

>ic2< In your opinion, should legal immigration in the United States be increased, kept at its present level, or decreased?

BE INCREASED .................. 1 @
KEPT AT PRESENT LEVEL ....... 2
DECREASED ..................... 3
DO NOT KNOW .................. 8
REFUSED ...................... 9

>ic1< How proud are you to be an American? Would you say very proud, proud, somewhat proud, not very proud, or not proud at all?

VERY PROUD .................... 1 @
PROUD ......................... 2
SOMewhat PROUD ............... 3
NOT VERY PROUD ............... 4
NOT PROUD AT ALL ............. 5
DO NOT KNOW .................. 8
REFUSED ...................... 9
Next I am going to read you a series of two statements. Please tell me which one you agree with most.

The first is, in order to curb terrorism in this country, it will be necessary to give up some civil liberties. -or- We should preserve our freedoms above all, even if there remains some risk of terrorism. (Which statement do you agree with most?)

| Necessary to give up some civil liberties | 1 @ |
| We should preserve our freedoms          | 5   |
| IT DEPENDS/NEITHER (R volunteers)        | 7   |
| DO NOT KNOW                              | 8   |
| REFUSED                                  | 9   |

Would you say you strongly agree with the statement, or just somewhat agree with the statement?

| STRONGLY AGREE WITH STATEMENT | 1 @ |
| SOMETHAT AGREE WITH STATEMENT  | 2   |
| DO NOT KNOW                   | 8   |
| REFUSED                       | 9   |

Everyone should be required to carry a national identity card at all times to show to a police officer upon request. -or- Being required to carry an identity card would violate people's freedom of association and right to privacy. (Which statement do you agree with most?)

| People required to carry national ID card | 1 @ |
| ID cards violate freedom of association and right of privacy | 5 |
| IT DEPENDS/NEITHER (R volunteers)         | 7   |
| DO NOT KNOW                               | 8   |
| REFUSED                                   | 9   |

Would you say you strongly agree with the statement, or just somewhat agree with the statement?

| STRONGLY AGREE WITH STATEMENT | 1 @ |
| SOMETHAT AGREE WITH STATEMENT  | 2   |
| DO NOT KNOW                   | 8   |
| REFUSED                       | 9   |
>c2flup< If you had to choose, which statement is closer to your opinion? (Everyone should be required to carry a national
identity card at all times to show to a police officer on request. -or-

Being required to carry an identity card would violate people's freedom of association and right to privacy).

People required to carry national ID card . . . 1 @
ID cards violate freedom of association and right of privacy.........................5
DEPENDS/NEITHER/CANNOT CHOOSE........7
DO NOT KNOW............................8
REFUSED.................................9

[@] <1,5>
<7,8,9>[missing][goto CL4]

>cl2a< Would you say you strongly agree with the statement, or just somewhat agree with the statement?

STRONGLY AGREE WITH STATEMENT......... 1 @
SOMewhat agree with statement.............2
DO NOT KNOW.........................8
REFUSED.................................9

>CL4< Some people say it should be a crime for anyone to belong to or contribute money to any organization that supports
international terrorism.

Others say that a person's guilt or innocence [green]should not[n] be determined only by who they associate with or the
organizations to which they belong. Which of these opinions do you agree with most?

REGARDED AS CONTRIBUTING TO TERRORISM......1 @
GUILT INNOCENCE NOT ASSOCIATED ..........5
DEPENDS/NOT SURE.(R VOLUNTEERS).........7
DO NOT KNOW.........................8
REFUSED.................................9

[@] <1>[goto CL4a] <5>[goto CL4b]
<7><8>
<9>[missing][goto CL5]

>cl4flup< If you had to choose, which statement is closer to your opinion? (It should be a crime for anyone to belong to or
contribute money to any organization that supports international terrorism.) - or -

(A person's guilt or innocence [green]should not[n] be determined only by who they associate with or the organizations to which they belong.)

REGARDED AS CONTRIBUTING TO TERRORISM......1 @
GUILT INNOCENCE NOT ASSOCIATED ..........5
DEPENDS/NEITHER/CANNOT CHOOSE........7
DO NOT KNOW.........................8
REFUSED.................................9

[@] <1>[goto CL4a] <5>[goto CL4b]
<7,8,9>[goto CL5]

>CL4a< Suppose, in doing this, people would be judged guilty by association rather than by a crime they may have personally
committed. If that happened, would you be less likely to view such people as committing a crime, more likely to view them as
committing a crime, or would it make no difference in your answer?
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greater than CL4b< Suppose people who contribute to these organizations actually are supporting the activities and goals of terrorist organizations. If that were true, would you be less likely to view them as innocent, more likely to view them as innocent, or would it make no difference in your answer?

LESS LIKELY..................1 @
MORE LIKELY................5
NO DIFFERENCE .............7
DO NOT KNOW...............8
REFUSED...................9

>CL5< Some people say the government should be able to arrest and detain a non-citizen indefinitely if that person is suspected of belonging to a terrorist organization. Others say nobody should be held for a long period of time without being formally charged with a crime. Which of these opinions do you agree with most?

DETAINED AS LONG AS IT TAKES.............1 @
OPPOSE DETAINING INDIVIDUALS.............5
DEPENDS/ NOT SURE.(R VOLUNTEERS)........7
DO NOT KNOW...............8
REFUSED...................9

[@] <1>(goto CL5a) <5>(goto CL5b)
<7,8,9>(missing)(goto CL6)

>cl5flup< If you had to choose, which statement is closer to your opinion? (The government should be able to arrest and detain a non-citizen indefinitely if that person is suspected of belonging to a terrorist organization. - or -

(Nobody should be held for a long period of time without being formally charged with a crime).

DETAINED AS LONG AS IT TAKES.............1 @
OPPOSE DETAINING INDIVIDUALS.............5
DEPENDS/ NEITHER/ CANNOT CHOOSE........7
DO NOT KNOW...............8
REFUSED...................9

[@] <1>(goto CL5a) <5>(goto CL5b)
<7,8,9>(goto CL6)

>CL5a< Suppose this means that many innocent people could be locked up for a long time without ever be charged with a crime. If that happened, would you be [green]less[n] likely to support such detention, more likely to support such detention, or would it make no difference in your answer?

LESS LIKELY .............. .1 @
MORE LIKELY ...............5
NO DIFFERENCE ............7
DO NOT KNOW...............8
REFUSED...................9

[@] <1,5,7>
>CL5b< Suppose there were strong suspicions that these people are terrorists and detaining them would prevent them from committing other crimes. If that happened, would you be less likely to oppose such detention, more likely to oppose it, or would it make no difference?

- LESS LIKELY ............. 1 @
- MORE LIKELY ............ 5
- NO DIFFERENCE ........ 7
- DO NOT KNOW .......... 8
- REFUSED ................. 9

>CL6< Some people say that law enforcement should be able to stop or detain people of certain racial or ethnic backgrounds if these groups are thought to be more likely to commit crimes. This is called racial profiling.

Others think racial profiling should not be done because it harasses many innocent people just because of their race or ethnicity. Which of these opinions do you agree with most?

- ALLOW RACIAL PROFILING .......... 1 @
- OPPOSE RACIAL PROFILING ........ 5
- DEPENDS/ NOT SURE.(R VOLUNTEERS) .... 7
- DO NOT KNOW ............... 8
- REFUSED .................... 9

>cl6flup< If you had to choose, which statement is closer to your opinion? (Law enforcement should be able to stop or detain people of certain racial or ethnic backgrounds if these groups are thought to be more likely to commit crimes.) - or - (Racial profiling should not be done because it harasses many innocent people just because of their race or ethnicity).

- ALLOW RACIAL PROFILING .......... 1 @
- OPPOSE RACIAL PROFILING ........ 5
- DEPENDS/NEITHER/CANNOT CHOOSE .... 7
- DO NOT KNOW ................ 8
- REFUSED ...................... 9

[@]<1>[goto CL6a] <5>[goto CL6b]
<7,8,9>[goto CL7]

>CL6a< Suppose this means that racial profiling often leads to unequal treatment of people just because of their race or national origin. If this happened, would you be less likely to support racial profiling, more likely to support it, or would this not make any difference your answer?

- LESS LIKELY ............. 1 @
- MORE LIKELY ............ 5
- NO DIFFERENCE ........ 7
- DO NOT KNOW ............ 8
- REFUSED .................. 9

[@]<1,5,7>
<8,9>[missing]
[default goto CL7]

>CL6b< Suppose people from certain racial or ethnic backgrounds were actually more likely to commit crimes. If this were the case, would you be less likely to oppose racial profiling, more likely to oppose it, or would this not make any difference in your answer.
Some people say high school teachers have the right to criticize America's policies toward terrorism. Others say that all high school teachers should defend America's policies in order to promote loyalty to our country. Which of these opinions do you agree with most?

SPEAK AGAINST POLICIES .............. 1 @
HELP DEVELOP LOYALTY .............. 5
DEPENDS/ NOT SURE (R VOLUNTEERS) ... 7
DO NOT KNOW ..................... 8
REFUSED .......................... 9

[<1,5>[ goto rotate1 ]
<7,8>
<9>[ missing ][ goto CL8 ]

If you had to choose, which statement is closer to your opinion? (High school teachers have the right to criticize America's policies toward terrorism) - or - (All high school teachers should defend America's policies in order to promote loyalty to our country).

SPEAK AGAINST POLICIES .............. 1 @
HELP DEVELOP LOYALTY .............. 5
DEPENDS/ NEITHER/ CANNOT CHOOSE .... 7
DO NOT KNOW ..................... 8
REFUSED .......................... 9

[@]<1,5>
<7,8,9>[ goto CL8 ]

[ if random4 eq <1> goto CL7a ]
[ if random4 eq <2> goto CL7b ]
[ if random4 eq <3> goto CL7c ]
[ if random4 eq <4> goto CL7d ]
[ if random4 eq <5> goto CL7e ]

Suppose the teachers had an Middle-eastern or Arabic background.

[ if CL7 eq <1> or cl7flup eq <1> ] Would you be less likely to say they have the right to criticize America's policies, more likely, or would this make no difference in your answer?

[ else ] Would you be less likely to say they should defend America's policies, more likely, or would your opinion remain the same?
[ endif ]

LESS LIKELY .......................... 1 @
MORE LIKELY .......................... 5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ........ 7
DO NOT KNOW ..................... 8
REFUSED .......................... 9

[ if random4 eq <2> goto CL8 ]

Suppose the teachers were not born in America.

[ if CL7 eq <1> or cl7flup eq <1> ] Would you be less likely to say they have the right to criticize America's policies, more likely, or would this make no difference in your answer?
[else] Would you be less likely to say they should defend America's policies, more likely, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
MORE LIKELY ......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME .... 7
DO NOT KNOW ..................8
REFUSED .......................9

>go1b< [if random4 eq <3> goto CL8]

>CL7c< Suppose the teachers were [green]Black or African American[/n].

[if CL7 eq <1> or cl7flup eq <1>] Would you be less likely to say they have the right to criticize America's policies, more likely, or would this make no difference in your answer?

[else] Would you be less likely to say they should defend America's policies, more likely, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
MORE LIKELY ......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME .... 7
DO NOT KNOW ..................8
REFUSED .......................9

>go1c< [if random4 eq <4> goto CL8]

>CL7d< Suppose the teachers were Jewish.

[if CL7 eq <1> or cl7flup eq <1>] Would you be less likely to say they have the right to criticize America’s policies, more likely, or would this make no difference in your answer?

[else] Would you be less likely to say they should defend America’s policies, more likely, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
MORE LIKELY ......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME .... 7
DO NOT KNOW ..................8
REFUSED .......................9

>go1d< [if random4 eq <5> goto CL8]

>CL7e< Suppose the teachers were Hispanic.

[if CL7 eq <1> or cl7flup eq <1>] Would you be less likely to say they have the right to criticize America’s policies, more likely, or would this make no difference in your answer?

[else] Would you be less likely to say they should defend America’s policies, more likely, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
MORE LIKELY ......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME .... 7
DO NOT KNOW ..................8
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Some people say that law enforcement should be free to search a property without a warrant solely on the suspicion that a crime or a terrorist act is being planned there. Others say that protection against searches without a warrant is a basic right that should not be given up for any reason. Which of these opinions do you agree with most?

ALLOW SEARCH WITHOUT WARRANT ...........1 @
OPPOSE SEARCHING WITHOUT A WARRANT ....5
DEPENDS/ NOT SURE.(R VOLUNTEERS)........7
DO NOT KNOW.............................8
REFUSED.................................9

@ ]<1,5> [goto rotate2]
<7,8>
<9>[missing][goto CL9]

If you had to choose, which statement is closer to your opinion? Law enforcement should be free to search a property without a warrant solely on the suspicion that a crime or a terrorist act is being planned there) - or -

(Protection against searches without a warrant is a basic right that should not be given up for any reason).

ALLOW SEARCH WITHOUT WARRANT ...........1 @
OPPOSE SEARCHING WITHOUT A WARRANT ....5
DEPENDS/NEITHER/CANNOT CHOOSE ......7
DO NOT KNOW.............................8
REFUSED.................................9

[@]<1,5>
<7,8,9>[goto CL9]

Suppose the people there had a Middle-Eastern or Arabic background.

[if CL8 eq <1> or cl8flup eq <1>] Would you be less likely allow searches based solely on suspicion, more likely to allow this, or would your opinion remain the same?
[else] Would you be less likely defend the right against such searches, more likely to defend this right, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY .......................1 @
MORE LIKELY .......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ........7
DO NOT KNOW.............8
REFUSED..................9

Suppose the people (who were being searched) were white.

[if CL8 eq <1> or cl8flup eq <1>] Would you be less likely allow searches based solely on suspicion, more likely to allow this, or would your opinion remain the same?
[else] Would you be less likely defend the right against such searches, more likely to defend this right, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY .......................1 @
MORE LIKELY .......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ........7
DO NOT KNOW.............8
REFUSED.....................9

>go2b< [if random5 eq <3> goto CL9]

>CL8c< Suppose the people (who were being searched) were Black or African American.

[if CL8 eq <1> or cl8flup eq <1>] Would you be less likely allow searches based solely on suspicion, more likely to allow this, or would your opinion remain the same?

[else] Would you be less likely defend the right against such searches, more likely to defend this right, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
MORE LIKELY ......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ...... 7
DO NOT KNOW..................8
REFUSED.......................9

>go2c< [if random5 eq <4> goto CL9]

>CL8d< Suppose the people (who were being searched) were Jewish.

[if CL8 eq <1> or cl8flup eq <1>] Would you be less likely allow searches based solely on suspicion, more likely to allow this, or would your opinion remain the same?

[else] Would you be less likely defend the right against such searches, more likely to defend this right, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
MORE LIKELY ......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ...... 7
DO NOT KNOW..................8
REFUSED.......................9

>go2d< [if random5 eq <5> goto CL9]

>CL8e< Suppose the people (who were being searched) were Hispanic.

[if CL8 eq <1> or cl8flup eq <1>] Would you be less likely allow searches based solely on suspicion, more likely to allow this, or would your opinion remain the same?

[else] Would you be less likely defend the right against such searches, more likely to defend this right, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
MORE LIKELY ......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ...... 7
DO NOT KNOW..................8
REFUSED.......................9

>go2e< [if random5 ge <2> goto CL8a]

>CL9< Some people say that government should be allowed to record telephone calls and monitor e-mail in order to prevent people from planning terrorist or criminal acts. Others say that people's conversations and e-mail are private and should be protected by the constitution. Which of these opinions do you agree with most?

ALLOW RECORDING CONVERSATIONS/ E-MAIL...1 @
OPPOSE RECORDING CONVERSATIONS/ E-MAIL..5
DEPENDS/ NOT SURE.(R VOLUNTEERS).......7
DO NOT KNOW..................8
REFUSED.......................9

[@ ]<1,5>[goto rotate3]
If you had to choose, which statement is closer to your opinion? (The government should be allowed to record telephone calls and monitor e-mail in order to prevent people from planning terrorist or criminal acts). - or -

(People's conversations and e-mail are private and should be protected by the constitution).

- ALLOW RECORDING CONVERSATIONS/E-MAIL...1 @
- OPPOSE RECORDING CONVERSATIONS/E-MAIL...5
- DEPENDS/NEITHER/CANNOT CHOOSE......7
- DO NOT KNOW..............................8
- REFUSED.................................9

If random6 eq <1> goto CL9a
If random6 eq <2> goto CL9b
If random6 eq <3> goto CL9c
If random6 eq <4> goto CL9d
If random6 eq <5> goto CL9e

CL9a- Suppose the people involved had a Middle-Eastern or Arabic background.

[if CL9 eq <1> or cl9flup eq <1>] Knowing this, would you be less likely allow the recording of calls and monitoring e-mail, more likely to allow this, or would your opinion remain the same?

[else] Knowing this, would you be less likely to oppose the recording of calls and monitoring of e-mail, more likely to oppose this, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

- LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
- MORE LIKELY ......................5
- OPINION WOULD REMAIN THE SAME 7
- DO NOT KNOW..................8
- REFUSED.......................9

If random6 eq <2> goto CL10

CL9b- Suppose the people involved were white.

[if CL9 eq <1> or cl9flup eq <1>] Knowing this, would you be less likely allow the recording of calls and monitoring e-mail, more likely to allow this, or would your opinion remain the same?

[else] Knowing this, would you be less likely to oppose the recording of calls and monitoring of e-mail, more likely to oppose this, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

- LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
- MORE LIKELY ......................5
- OPINION REMAIN THE SAME 7
- DO NOT KNOW..................8
- REFUSED.......................9

If random6 eq <3> goto CL10

CL9c- Suppose the people involved were Black or African American.

[if CL9 eq <1> or cl9flup eq <1>] Knowing this, would you be less likely allow the recording of calls and monitoring e-mail, more likely to allow this, or would your opinion remain the same?

[else] Knowing this, would you be less likely to oppose the recording of calls and monitoring of e-mail, more likely to oppose this, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

- LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
- MORE LIKELY ......................5
>go3c< [if random6 eq <4> goto CL10]

>CL9d< Suppose the people involved were Jewish.

[if CL9 eq <1> or cl9flup eq <1>] Knowing this, would you be less likely allow the recording of calls and monitoring e-mail, more likely to allow this, or would your opinion remain the same?

[else] Knowing this, would you be less likely to oppose the recording of calls and monitoring of e-mail, more likely to oppose this, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
MORE LIKELY ......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ........7
DO NOT KNOW ....................8
REFUSED .......................9

>go3d< [if random6 eq <5> goto CL10]

>CL9e< Suppose the people involved were Hispanic.

[if CL9 eq <1> or cl9flup eq <1>] Knowing this, would you be less likely allow the recording of calls and monitoring e-mail, more likely to allow this, or would your opinion remain the same?

[else] Knowing this, would you be less likely to oppose the recording of calls and monitoring of e-mail, more likely to oppose this, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
MORE LIKELY ......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ........7
DO NOT KNOW ....................8
REFUSED .......................9

>go3e< [if random6 ge <2> goto CL9a]

>CL10< Some say that people who participate in non-violent protests against the United States government should be investigated. Others say that people have the right to meet in public and express unpopular views as long as they are not violating the law. Which of these opinions do you agree with most?

INVESTIGATE PROTESTERS .............1 @
RIGHT TO MEET IN PUBLIC .............5
DEPENDS/ NOT SURE (R VOlUNTEERS) ....7
DO NOT KNOW ....................8
REFUSED .......................9

[@]<1,5>[goto rotate4]
<7,8>
<9>[missing]

>cl10flup< If you had to choose, which statement is closer to your opinion? (People who participate in non-violent protests against the United States government should be investigated). - or -

(People have the right to meet in public and express unpopular views as long as they are not violating the law).

INVESTIGATE PROTESTERS .............1 @
RIGHT TO MEET IN PUBLIC .............5
DEPENDS/NEITHER/CANNOT CHOOSE......7
DO NOT KNOW......................8
REFUSED..........................9
[@]<1,5>
<7,8,9>[goto CD1]

>rotate4< [if random7 eq <1> goto CL10a]
   [if random7 eq <2> goto CL10b]
   [if random7 eq <3> goto CL10c]
   [if random7 eq <4> goto CL10d]
   [if random7 eq <5> goto CL10e]

>CL10a< Suppose the people involved had a Middle-Eastern or Arabic background.

   [if CL10 eq <1> or cl10flup eq <1>] Knowing this, would you be less likely to investigate such protesters, more likely to investigate such protesters, or would your opinion remain the same?
   [else] Knowing this, would you be less likely to defend the right to express unpopular views, more likely to defend this right, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

      LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
      MORE LIKELY ......................5
      OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ...... 7
      DO NOT KNOW...................8
      REFUSED.........................9

>go4a< [if random7 eq <2> goto CD1]

>CL10b< Suppose the people involved were white.

   [if CL10 eq <1> or cl10flup eq <1>] Knowing this, would you be less likely to investigate such protesters, more likely to investigate such protesters, or would your opinion remain the same?
   [else] Knowing this, would you be less likely to defend the right to express unpopular views, more likely to defend this right, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

      LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
      MORE LIKELY ......................5
      OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ...... 7
      DO NOT KNOW...................8
      REFUSED.........................9

>go4b< [if random7 eq <3> goto CD1]

>CL10c< Suppose the people involved were Black or African American.

   [if CL10 eq <1> or cl10flup eq <1>] Knowing this, would you be less likely to investigate such protesters, more likely to investigate such protesters, or would your opinion remain the same?
   [else] Knowing this, would you be less likely to defend the right to express unpopular views, more likely to defend this right, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

      LESS LIKELY ......................1 @
      MORE LIKELY ......................5
      OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ...... 7
      DO NOT KNOW...................8
      REFUSED.........................9
>go4c< [if random7 eq <4> goto CD1]

>CL10d< Suppose the people involved were Jewish?

[if CL10 eq <1> or cl10flup eq <1>] Knowing this, would you be less likely to investigate such protesters, more likely to investigate such protesters, or would your opinion remain the same?

[else] Knowing this, would you be less likely to defend the right to express unpopular views, more likely to defend this right, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY ......................1
MORE LIKELY ......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ........7
DO NOT KNOW..................8
REFUSED.......................9

>go4d< [if random7 eq <5> goto CD1]

>CL10e< Suppose the people involved were Hispanic.

[if CL10 eq <1> or cl10flup eq <1>] Knowing this, would you be less likely to investigate such protesters, more likely to investigate such protesters, or would your opinion remain the same?

[else] Knowing this, would you be less likely to defend the right to express unpopular views, more likely to defend this right, or would your opinion remain the same? [endif]

LESS LIKELY ......................1
MORE LIKELY ......................5
OPINION REMAIN THE SAME ........7
DO NOT KNOW..................8
REFUSED.......................9

>go4e< [if random7 ge <2> goto CL10a]

>CD1< Now, I have a few background questions. These are for statistical analysis purposes only.

MALE......................1
FEMALE......................5

>CD2< [define <d>=998][define <r>=999] In what year were you born?

Year......................19
DON'T KNOW...............d
REFUSED.....................r

>CD2a< Were you born in the United States (or one of it territories, such as Puerto Rico, American Samoa, or Guam)?

YES......................1
NO......................5
DON'T KNOW...............8
REFUSED.....................9

>CD2b< Do you speak a language other than English at home?

YES......................1
NO......................5
DON'T KNOW...............8
REFUSED.....................9

>CD3< What is the highest level of education you have completed?

DID NOT GO TO SCHOOL ..............0
GRADE.................................1-11
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE OR GED HOLDER......12
COLLEGE (ONE TO THREE YEARS)..............13-15
COLLEGE GRADUATE (FOUR YEARS) ............16
SOME POST GRADUATE ..........................17
GRADUATE DEGREE .............................18
TECHNICAL/JUNIOR COLLEGE GRADUATE.....20 @
DON'T KNOW.................................98
REFUSED..........................99

>CD8< Are you currently married, divorced, separated, widowed, member of an unmarried couple, or have you never been married?

MARRIED, REMARRIED......................1
DIVORCED...............................2
SEPARATED.............................3
WIDOWED...............................4
MEMBER OF AN UNMARRIED COUPLE......5
SINGLE, NEVER BEEN MARRIED.............6
OTHER ..................................0 @
DON'T KNOW............................8
REFUSED.........................9

>CD5a< Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin?

YES- HISPANIC/LATINO/SPANISH ORIGIN......1
NO - NOT HISPANIC/LATINO/SPANISH ORIGIN......5 @
DON'T KNOW............................8
REFUSED.........................9

>CD4a< [open CD4a][optional all][default answer <n> all][define <y><1>][define <n><5>][define <d><8>][define <r><9>]
What is your race?

(IWER: THE R CAN JUST TELL YOU IF THEY ARE WHITE, BLACK, ASIAN, ETC, AND YOU CAN JUST HIT ENTER AND IT WILL ENTER AN 'n' FOR INDICATE WHAT THE R SAYS BY TYPING AN 'y'[n]

White or Caucasian?......................@a
African American or Black?...............@b
Arab or Middle Eastern?....................@c
Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander?.....@d
Asian or Asian American?...............@e
American Indian or Alaska Native?.....@f

>CD6< What is the religious group which you feel most closely represents your religious views? (Is it Catholic, Islamic, Jewish, Protestant, some other religion, or no religion)?

NONE; NO RELIGIOUS GROUP..................0
CATHOLIC; ROMAN CATHOLIC, ORTHODOX......1
ISLAMIC/MUSLIM............................2
JEWISH.....................................3
PROTESTANT...............................4
OTHER NON-CHRISTIAN (Hindu, Buddhist, witches)...5
OTHER CHRISTIAN ..........................6 @
DON'T KNOW............................8
REFUSED..........................9

[@]<0,1-3,5>[goto CD7]<4> <6>[specify]
,<8,9>[missing][goto CD7]
,<h>[etc <h>][#help relhelp]

>CD6a< Are you a born-again Christian?
Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an Independent or something else?

REPUBLICAN.........................1
INDEPENDENT........................4
DEMOCRAT.........................7
ANOTHER PARTY, THIRD PARTY, ETC....0 @a
DO NOT KNOW.....................8
REFUSED.........................9

[if CD7@a eq <1>]
Would you call yourself a strong Republican or not a very strong Republican?

STRONG REPUBLICAN..................1
NOT A VERY STRONG REPUBLICAN......2 @b

[endif]

[if CD7@a eq <7>]
Would you call yourself a strong Democrat or not a very strong Democrat?

STRONG DEMOCRAT....................7
NOT A VERY STRONG DEMOCRAT.......6 @c

[endif]

[if CD7@a eq <4>]
Do you generally think of yourself as closer to the Democratic Party or the Republican Party?

REPUBLICAN.........................3
NEITHER (R PROVIDED)...............4
DEMOCRAT.........................5 @d

[endif]

[@a]<1,4,7> <0>[specify] <8,9>[missing]
[@b]<1,2> <8,9>[missing][default goto partyid]
[@c]<6,7> <8,9>[missing][default goto partyid]
[@d]<3,4,5> <8,9>[missing][default goto partyid]

>partyid< [allow 1]
[if CD7@b eq <1>][store <1> in partyid][endif] 1 strong republican
[if CD7@b eq <2>][store <2> in partyid][endif] 2 not strong rep
[if CD7@a eq <8>][store <8> in partyid][endif] 3 lean republican
[if CD7@a eq <9>][store <9> in partyid][endif] 4 neither
[if CD7@c eq <6>][store <6> in partyid][endif] 5 lean democrat
[if CD7@d eq <7>][store <7> in partyid][endif] 6 not strong dem
[if CD7@d eq <3>][store <3> in partyid][endif] 7 strong democrat
[if CD7@d eq <4>][store <4> in partyid][endif]
[if CD7@d eq <5>][store <5> in partyid][endif]
[if CD7@a eq <0>][store <0> in partyid][endif]

>P17< Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a conservative, a moderate, or a liberal?

CONSERVATIVE.....................1
MODERATE.........................4
LIBERAL............................7 @a
NEITHER-NONE......................0
Would you consider yourself very conservative or somewhat conservative?

VERY CONSERVATIVE .............. 1
SOMewhat CONSERVATIVE .......... 2 @ b
DO NOT KNOW ............. 8
REFUSED ............. 9
[endif]

Would you consider yourself to be very liberal or somewhat liberal?

VERY LIBERAL .............. 7
SOMewhat LIBERAL .......... 6 @ c
DO NOT KNOW ............. 8
REFUSED ............. 9
[endif]

Do you generally think of yourself as closer to the conservative side or the liberal side?

CLOSER TO THE CONSERVATIVE ............. 3
IN THE MIDDLE ................. 4
CLOSER TO THE LIBERAL SIDE .......... 5 @ d
[endif]

> ideology < [allow 1]
[if P17@ b eq <1>] [store <1> in ideology][endif] 1 very conservative
[if P17@ b eq <2>] [store <2> in ideology][endif] 2 somewhat conservative
[if P17@ a eq <8>] [store <8> in ideology][endif] 3 lean conservative
[if P17@ a eq <9>] [store <9> in ideology][endif] 4 middle
[if P17@ c eq <6>] [store <6> in ideology][endif] 5 lean liberal
[if P17@ c eq <7>] [store <7> in ideology][endif] 6 somewhat liberal
[if P17@ d eq <3>] [store <3> in ideology][endif] 7 very liberal
[if P17@ d eq <4>] [store <4> in ideology][endif]
[if P17@ d eq <5>] [store <5> in ideology][endif]

> v1 < Did you vote in the 2000 Presidential election?

YES ............. 1 @ a
NO ............. 5
DO NOT KNOW ............. 8
REFUSED ............. 9

[if v1@ a eq <1>] Did you vote for George Bush, Al Gore, Ralph Nader, or someone else?

GEORGE W. BUSH ......... 1 @ b
AL GORE .......... 2
RALPH NADER .......... 3
SOMEONE ELSE .......... 4
DO NOT KNOW ............. 8
REFUSED ............. 9
[endif]
Interest: How interested are you in politics? Would you say you are very interested, somewhat interested, not very interested, or not interested at all?

- VERY INTERESTED ..............1 @
- SOMewhat INTERESTED ..............2
- NOT VERY INTERESTED ..........3
- NOT INTERESTED AT ALL ......4
- DO NOT KNOW ..............8
- REFUSED ...............9

b1< Do you approve or disapprove of the way George W. Bush is handling his job as president?

- APPROVE .......................1 @
- DISAPPROVE ....................5
- DO NOT KNOW ..............8
- REFUSED ...............9

b2< Do you approve or disapprove of the way George W. Bush is responding to the terrorist attacks?

- APPROVE .......................1 @
- DISAPPROVE ....................5
- DO NOT KNOW ..............8
- REFUSED ...............9

X1< Would you say you live in a rural community, a small city or town, a suburb, or an urban community?

- RURAL COMMUNITY ..............1
- SMALL CITY OR TOWN, VILLAGE ..............2
- A SUBURB ..........3
- URBAN COMMUNITY ..............4 @
- OTHER: SPECIFY ..............0
- DO NOT KNOW ..................98
- REFUSED/NO ANSWER ..........99

CD10< Including yourself, how many individuals who are 18 years of age or older live in your household?

- ADULTS ..............1-10 @
- DON'T KNOW ..............98
- REFUSED ...............99

fixCD10< [#store adult in CD10]

CD15< We are interested in learning about the different ways people may earn their living. Last week, were you working full-time, part-time, going to school, a home-maker or something else?

- WORK FULL TIME, SELF EMPLOYED FULL TIME ..............1
- WORK PART TIME, SELF EMPLOYED FULL TIME ..............2
- WORK AND GO TO SCHOOL ..............3
- IN THE ARMED FORCES ..............4
- HAVE A JOB, BUT NOT AT WORK LAST WEEK ..............5
- UNEMPLOYED, LAID OFF, LOOK FOR WORK ..............6
- RETIRED ..............7
- SCHOOL FULL TIME ..............8
- HOME-MAKER ..............9
- DISABLED ..............10
- SOMETHING ELSE (SPECIFY) ..............0 @
- DON'T KNOW ..............98
- REFUSED ...............99
Have you ever served in the U.S. Armed Forces, military reserves, or National Guard? ARMED FORCES INCLUDE: ARMY, NAVY, AIRFORCE, MARINES, COAST GUARD, EITHER ACTIVE OR RESERVES

YES...........................1
NO.............................5 @
DON'T KNOW..................8
REFUSED......................9

How would you rate your household's overall financial situation these days? Would you say it is excellent, good, just fair, not so good, or poor?

EXCELLENT.........................1
GOOD..............................2
JUST FAIR..........................3
NOT SO GOOD.....................4
POOR.............................5 @
DO NOT KNOW..................8
REFUSED/NO ANSWER..........9

How have the events of the September 11th terrorist attacks affected the economic well-being of you and your family? Would you say your financial situation has gotten much better, somewhat better, somewhat worse, or much worse?

MUCH BETTER.....................1 @
SOMewhat better..................2
SOMEWHAT WORSE..................3
MUCH WORSE........................4
NO CHANGE IN FINANCIAL SITUATION..7

How concerned are you that you or someone contributing to your household income might lose your job within the next 3 months? Would you say you are very concerned, somewhat concerned, not very concerned, not concerned at all?

VERY CONCERNED..............1 @
SOMewhat concerned..........2
NOT VERY CONCERNED.........3
NOT CONCERNED AT ALL........4
ALREADY LOST A JOB..........7
DO NOT KNOW..................8
REFUSED.........................9

To get a picture of people's financial situations, we'd like to know the general range of incomes of all households we interview. This is for statistical analysis purposes and your answers will be kept strictly confidential. Now, thinking about your household's total annual income from all sources (including your job), did your household receive $30,000 or more in 2000?

YES..............................1
NO...............................5 @
DO NOT KNOW..................8
REFUSED.........................9

Was it less than $20,000?

YES..............................1
NO...............................5 @ ($20,000-$29,999)
DO NOT KNOW..................8
REFUSED.........................9
@<1> [goto incc]
@<5> [goto income]
@<8,9>[missing][goto income]

>incc< Was it less than $10,000?

YES................. 1 (less than $10,000)
NO.................5 @ ($10,000 - 19,999)
DO NOT KNOW.........8
REFUSED...........9

>incd< Was it $60,000 or more?

YES................. 1
NO.................5 @
DO NOT KNOW.........8
REFUSED...........9

>ince< Was it $40,000 or more?

YES................. 1 ($40,000-49,999)
NO.................5 @ ($30,000-39,999)
DO NOT KNOW.........8
REFUSED...........9

>incf< Was it $50,000 or more?

YES................. 1
NO.................5 @ ($50,000-59,999)
DO NOT KNOW.........8
REFUSED...........9

>incg< Was it more than $70,000?

YES................. 1 ($70,000 or more
NO.................5 @ ($60,000 - 69,999)
DO NOT KNOW.........8
REFUSED...........9

>income< [allow 1]
[if inca ge <8>][store <9> in income][endif]
[if incb ge <8>][store <9> in income][endif]
[if incc ge <8>][store <9> in income][endif]
[if incd ge <9>][store <9> in income][endif]
[if ince ge <9>][store <9> in income][endif]
[if incf ge <9>][store <9> in income][endif]
[if incg ge <9>][store <9> in income][endif] missing
[if incc eq <1>][store <1> in income][endif] $10,000 or less
[if incc eq <5>][store <2> in income][endif] $10,000-19,999
[if incb eq <5>][store <3> in income][endif] $20,000-29,999
[if ince eq <1>][store <4> in income][endif] $30,000-39,999
[if incb eq <5>][store <5> in income][endif] $40,000-49,999
[if incf eq <5>][store <6> in income][endif] $50,000-59,999
[if incf eq <5>][store <7> in income][endif] $60,000-69,999
[if incg eq <1>][store <8> in income][endif] $70,000 or more

>CD26< How many different phone numbers does your household have?

DIFFERENT PHONE NUMBERS..............1-7 @
>machine< Does the phone number that I reached you at ([#fill AREA]-[#fill PRFX]-[#fill SUFX]) have an answering machine or voice mail attached to it?

YES............................1
NO........................................5 @
DO NOT KNOW..................8
REFUSED.........................9

>zipcode< [allow int 5] What is your zip code?

(If R asks why: We want to know the general area in the State where people live so that we can compare information from residents in different areas of the state.)

IWER: USE 99998 FOR DON'T KNOW AND 99999 FOR REFUSED

>RI2< Sometime next year, we’d like to recontact some of the people we’ve spoken with for another interview. That interview would take less time than this one. Would you be willing to participate again sometime next year if the interview is shorter?

YES....................... 1
NO.........................5 @
DO NOT KNOW.............8
REFUSED...............9

[if RI2@a eq <1>]

So we’ll know whom to ask for when we call back, could I get your first name?

R’s first name.................... @b

>raceperc< Finally, what do you think is my racial background?

White or Caucasian...............1 @
African American or Black.........2
Arabic or Middle Eastern ...........3
Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander..4
Asian or Asian American...........5
American Indian or Alaska Native...6
DO NOT KNOW.............8
REFUSED...........9

>end< [settime TIME2]
[substring TIME1 from TIME2 into TTIM]
[substring sectime1 from sectime2 into sectime]
[substring cause1 from cause2 into causetime]
[substring dog1 from dog2 into dogtime]
[substring therm1 from therm2 into thermtime]
[substring amer1 from amer2 into amertime]
[substring civil1 from civil2 into civiltime]
[complete]